CONFLICT AND CONFUSION:
THE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL LANDSCAPE OF PURCHASING A FIREARM IN THE WAKE OF ILLINOIS’ LEGALIZATION OF CANNABIS
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INTRODUCTION

Each year, more states move to legalize or decriminalize the use of cannabis.¹ This cannabis legalization zeitgeist has been particularly present in Illinois over the past decade, culminating with Illinois becoming the eleventh state to legalize recreational cannabis on January 1, 2020.²

As more states begin to move in the direction of Illinois and legalize medical or recreational cannabis, confusion will continue to grow surrounding the conflict between federal and state law governing cannabis use. Cannabis is still a Schedule I drug under the federal Controlled Substances Act, meaning it is illegal.³ Further, under federal law, a user of cannabis is not allowed to own a firearm.⁴

Many cannabis users in Illinois and other states who have legalized cannabis for medical or recreational use are confused by this conflict, and

¹ Illinois lawmakers decided to use the word “cannabis” as opposed to “marijuana” due to the plant’s controversial history. Many industry groups are shifting toward the word “cannabis” as opposed to “marijuana” or “pot.” See Mariah Woelfel, Pot? Weed? Marijuana? What Should We Call It?, NPR - WSIU (Sept. 19, 2019), https://www.npr.org/local/309/2019/09/19/762044859/pot-weed-marijuana-what-should-we-call-it. For purposes of this article, the author will primarily use the word “cannabis” instead of “marijuana,” and if the term “marijuana” is used, it will be considered interchangeable with the word “cannabis.”
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further, how that conflict can affect basic constitutional rights, such as purchasing and owning a firearm.\(^5\)

This article begins by showing the landscape of cannabis regulation over the last century in Illinois, particularly how Illinois began gradually changing its approach to cannabis enforcement in the 1970s, continuing through to legalization of recreational cannabis in 2020. It will then compare Illinois with what other states have done and are currently doing with cannabis legalization and decriminalization. The article then juxtaposes Illinois’ legislative cannabis odyssey with the federal setting, where cannabis has been illegal for almost a century. Adding to the conflict with Illinois and federal cannabis law is the federal condition that users of cannabis may not own firearms. The foregoing sets up the context of a massive conflict between Illinois and federal law, and how Second Amendment rights are caught in the crosshairs of that conflict.

The article will then illustrate the confusion inherent with this conflict by showing the legal, practical, and constitutional effects of attempting to purchase a gun in Illinois as a cannabis user despite the federal cannabis ban in place.

Lastly, the article will explore some practical alternatives that could be employed to eliminate the conflict and confusion at hand, and bring a reasonable semblance of federalism into balance with these issues.

I. THE CONFLICT: ILLINOIS CANNABIS LAWS VS. FEDERAL CANNABIS LAWS, AND HOW THOSE LAWS AFFECT PURCHASING A FIREARM

A. Cannabis Legal History and the Legal Landscape at the State and Federal Levels

To better understand the underlying conflict at issue, it is important to understand the dynamics of cannabis laws from both a state and federal level, including Illinois specifically, as well as their respective histories. This section will discuss those histories and the current cannabis landscape at the state and federal levels.

1. Illinois’ Legislative History with Cannabis

Laws prohibiting or governing the use of cannabis have a long and ever-changing history in Illinois. This section will outline the historical progression of Illinois’ cannabis laws leading up to the recently enacted Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act, which allows for recreational use of cannabis in Illinois.

a. Early Illinois Laws Related to Cannabis (1818-1971)

From 1818, when Illinois became a state in the Union, until 1931, state drug laws essentially focused on pharmacists and purveyors of medicines to accurately label the drugs they were selling.6

In 1931, Illinois passed the Narcotic Drug Control Law as part of a nationwide trend enacting drug prohibition laws, which prohibited the manufacture, sale, and possession of cannabis, amongst other “habit forming” drugs.7 The Narcotic Drug Control Law of 1931 did however contain a section that made its provisions inapplicable to medicines containing cannabis indica or cannabis sativa when combined with other ingredients in medical doses.8

Even with the wave of states passing laws criminalizing the manufacture, sale, and possession of cannabis, federal law enforcement did not believe the states were doing enough to curb its use and sale.9 In 1930, the autonomous Federal Bureau of Narcotics (FBN) was established, and part of its mission was to carry out a legal crusade against cannabis use.10

In 1935, partly due to nationwide pressure by the FBN, Illinois passed the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, which was closely linked with the federal narcotics laws of the time.11 Initially under the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act,
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8 ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 38, § 192e (1931) (Act of July 3, 1931, § 5 [1931] Ill. Laws 457); see also Leighton & Bargiel, supra note 6, at 154; see also Winston C. Throgmorton, Broadening the Definition of Cannabis: An Argument for Speciation including Indica and Sativa, 42 S. ILL. U. L.J. 669 (2018) (analyzing the differentiation between cannabis sativa and cannabis indica).
10 Id. at 279.
11 Id. at 280.
a first offense was punishable by a fine of not more than $1,00012 or imprisonment in county jail for not more than one year, or both.13 After 1937, the following two decades saw amendments to these penalty provisions at almost every semi-annual session of the Illinois General Assembly.14 In 1945, amendments were made to the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act that made first offenses involving cannabis punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment in the penitentiary15 for not less than one nor more than five years, or both.16

Illinois substantially revised the 1935 Act with the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act of 1957, which defined cannabis as a “narcotic drug,” lumping it together with heroin and opium.17 In 1961, the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act was engrafted into the newly formed Illinois Revised Criminal Code.18 Outside of some minor amendments, the law remained relatively unchanged until 1971.19

Despite the FBN’s work from the 1930s through the 1960s to ratchet up the rhetoric surrounding cannabis’ deleterious effects on users and its propensity to lead to crime and other drug usage, the Illinois legislature had been offered conflicting evidence on the effects of cannabis during this time despite laws which reflected the federal government’s position on cannabis.20

b. The Cannabis Control Act of 1971

Before the late 1960s, Illinois, like many other states, had relied heavily on pressures from federal agency actors to align its cannabis laws with federal law, i.e., labeling cannabis a narcotic and providing for fairly harsh punishments.21 In the 1960s, legislative attitudes and public opinion in Illinois began moving away from the harsh criminalization of the use of cannabis, and away from federal regulation it once mirrored.22 In 1971, Illinois overhauled its entire statutory scheme involving narcotic drugs,
including cannabis.\textsuperscript{23} Illinois repealed the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act of 1957, and bifurcated the new statutory regimen into two parts: the Illinois Controlled Substances Act and the Cannabis Control Act.\textsuperscript{24}

Relying on findings which showed that the previous legislation governing cannabis mercilessly and unrealistically drew many individuals into the criminal justice system without success in deterring cannabis use, Illinois separated cannabis from other drugs listed in the Controlled Substances Act.\textsuperscript{25} By carving out cannabis from the Controlled Substances Act and no longer labeling it a narcotic, Illinois showcased its deviation from federal law, which then – and still as of the writing of this article almost fifty years later – lists cannabis as a Schedule I drug.\textsuperscript{26} Amendments to the Cannabis Control Act were also made over subsequent years that further mitigated the penalties for possession of cannabis.\textsuperscript{27}

As part of the Cannabis Control Act, the Illinois legislature realigned the penalty structure regarding cannabis in accord with the social norms of the day, and further based them on scientific research on cannabis and its effects.\textsuperscript{28} Before the Cannabis Control Act, penalties for possession or delivery of cannabis were exacted regardless of the amount of cannabis at issue.\textsuperscript{29} Under the Cannabis Control Act, courts were given wide latitude with sentencing discretion, more leniency was offered toward possession versus delivery, and penalties were divided into multiple categories based on the amount in possession.\textsuperscript{30}

The Cannabis Control Act also allowed for medicinal use of cannabis, with two conditions for its implementation that prevented its actualization.\textsuperscript{31} The Act gave the Illinois Department of Human Services (DHS) the power to authorize licensed physicians to prescribe cannabis for various medical conditions.\textsuperscript{32} However, this was simply discretionary authority granted to

\textsuperscript{23} ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 56 ½, §§ 701–719 (1971); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 56 ½, §§ 1100-1603 (1971).
\textsuperscript{24} Id.
\textsuperscript{25} See ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 56 ½, §§ 701–719 (1971); People v. Taylor, 18 Ill. App. 3d 480, 481-82, 309 N.E.2d 595, 596-97 (4th Dist. 1974) (opining that it was the legislative intention of the Cannabis Control Act of 1971 to excise marijuana from the Criminal Code of 1961 so far as penalties were concerned, and to provide the trial courts with wide sentencing discretion where marijuana is concerned); Leighton & Bargiel, supra note 6, at 160.
\textsuperscript{26} 21 U.S.C. § 812(c)(c)(10) (2018); People v. Sanders, 47 Ill. App. 3d 180, 182, 361 N.E.2d 884, 885 (3d Dist. 1977) (inferring that cannabis was intended not be a controlled substance in Illinois).
\textsuperscript{27} Leighton & Bargiel, supra note 6, at 161.
\textsuperscript{28} ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 56 ½, § 701 (1971); Platt, supra note 9, at 295.
\textsuperscript{29} ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 38, § 192.28-38 (1957); Platt, supra note 9, at 295.
\textsuperscript{30} ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 56 ½, §§ 704–707 (1971); Platt, supra note 9, at 296; Leighton & Bargiel, supra note 6, at 160.
\textsuperscript{32} ILL. REV. STAT. ch 56 ½, § 711 (1979).
DHS; the agency was under no mandate to implement it.\textsuperscript{33} Secondly, if DHS were to act (which the agency never did), the Illinois State Police would have had to provide written approval to do so.\textsuperscript{34} Neither agency put medicinal use of cannabis in motion, and it would take another forty-plus years to see such a regime enacted into Illinois law.\textsuperscript{35}

c. Illinois’ Medical Cannabis Laws

Legalization of medical cannabis in Illinois continued to be a goal of the state legislature for many years.\textsuperscript{36} The Illinois legislature first considered the Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act in 2008, but it was not until August 1, 2013, before the Act was signed into law.\textsuperscript{37}

The legislative findings section of the Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act lists extensive medical evidence purporting to show the therapeutic value of cannabis in various medical conditions.\textsuperscript{38} The stated purpose of the Act was to protect patients with debilitating medical conditions, as well as their doctors, from arrest, prosecution, and other penalties if they engage in the medical use of cannabis.\textsuperscript{39} The Act’s legislative findings also pointed out that data from the Federal Bureau of Investigation showed that approximately 99 out of every 100 cannabis arrests in the United States are under state law rather than federal law.\textsuperscript{40}

On August 12, 2019, the “pilot program” designation of the Act was lifted, making it permanent.\textsuperscript{41} It is now called simply the Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Program Act.\textsuperscript{42} Along with provisions removing the pilot program designation, new amendments also expanded medical conditions for which cannabis can be prescribed.\textsuperscript{43} Illinois now has perhaps

\textsuperscript{33} Id; Thompson, supra note 31.
\textsuperscript{34} ILL REV. STAT. ch 56½, § 711 (1979); Thompson, supra note 31.
\textsuperscript{35} Thompson, supra note 31; Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act, 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/1–130/999 (2014).
\textsuperscript{37} Thompson, supra note 31; Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act took effect on January 1, 2014. 410 ILL. COMP. STAT.130/999 (2014).
\textsuperscript{38} 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/5(a)-(c) (2018).
\textsuperscript{39} 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/5(g) (2018).
\textsuperscript{40} 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/5(d) (2018).
\textsuperscript{42} Id. (amending 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/1).
\textsuperscript{43} Id. (amending 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/10(h)).
the largest and most inclusive list in the U.S. of qualifying medical conditions for which cannabis can be prescribed.\footnote{Id. See also Andrew Goldstein, \textit{Flying High in the Regulatory State: An Analysis of State Regulatory Systems for the Distribution of Medical Cannabis}, 5 BELMONT L. REV. 253, 263 (2018).} Under the Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Program Act, a medical patient who is prescribed medicinal cannabis by her physician must apply for and maintain a registry identification card through the Illinois Department of Public Health (DPH).\footnote{Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Program Act, \textit{supra} note 41, at § 55 (amending 410 Ill. Comp. Stat. 130/55).} This information, as well as any other information pertaining to the patient gathered by other state agencies, including the Illinois State Police (ISP), is considered confidential under the Act, and exempt from the Freedom of Information Act.\footnote{410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/145–150 (2018).} However, the DPH and the ISP, among other listed state agencies in the Act, may disseminate the confidential information as necessary for authorized employees to “perform official duties under [the] Act.”\footnote{410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/150(a) (2018).} Further, the confidential information kept on the patient may be disclosed between the listed state agencies upon request.\footnote{Id. (providing that more than 87,000 cannabis patients have qualified in Illinois since stores opened in November 2015, including a spike of almost 37,000 in the state’s fiscal year ending June 30, 2019).} The confidential list may not be combined or linked in any manner with any other list or database except as provided for in the Act.\footnote{Id.} Fingerprinting and criminal background checks were initially mandated under the Act, but these requirements were dropped with amendments enacted in 2018.\footnote{Robert McCoppin, \textit{Medical Marijuana Popularity Surging in Illinois as Revisions in Law Allow for Greater Access to Patients}, CHI. TRIB. (Oct. 18, 2019, 3:41 PM), https://www.chicagotribune.com/marijuana/illinois/ct-medical-marijuana-illinois-record-growth-20191018-ja24a5pmbe7ad7mzjxilvm-story.html.} Since that time, Illinois’ medical cannabis program has seen record growth.\footnote{410 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 130/60(d) (West 2019), \textit{amended by} P.A. 101-593, (effective December 4, 2019).}

In November 2019, an amendment to the Act was signed by Illinois’ governor that removed notations on driving records for people registered as qualifying medical cannabis patients or their caregivers.\footnote{Id.} Before these changes, the cannabis patient’s information was forwarded to the Illinois Secretary of State, the state agency that issues drivers’ licenses.\footnote{Id.}
d. The 2016 Decriminalization Amendments

A concerted effort to decriminalize possession of small amounts of cannabis began to take shape in the 1970s – largely in metropolitan U.S. cities – in response to the passage of the federal Controlled Substances Act, which lists cannabis as a Schedule I drug.\(^{54}\) Several states and cities passed decriminalization of cannabis laws throughout the country.\(^{55}\) Efforts at decriminalization largely stalled through the 1980s and 90s, but picked back up in the 2000s, when a wave of states and cities passed decriminalization statutes and ordinances, respectively.\(^{56}\)

In 2012, the Chicago City Council voted to regulate small amounts of cannabis possession by enforcement of civil versus criminal penalties.\(^{57}\) Other Illinois cities followed suit, either officially or as a matter of practice.\(^{58}\) Illinois followed Chicago’s lead statewide in 2016, when the then-governor signed a cannabis decriminalization bill.\(^{59}\) With the 2016 changes, an amount of ten grams or less of cannabis was punishable by a civil fine rather than a criminal misdemeanor charge.\(^{60}\)

e. The Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act of 2019

Even during the years when Illinois was developing the Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Program Act and subsequent decriminalization amendments, there was a push by some lawmakers to make Illinois a state that allowed lawful, recreational use of cannabis.\(^{61}\) Legalization of cannabis became an issue in the 2018 Illinois gubernatorial race, with democratic
candidate J.B. Pritzker making recreational cannabis a platform of his campaign. On June 25, 2019, Illinois became the eleventh state to legalize cannabis for adult use when Governor Pritzker signed the Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act (CRTA). Illinois was also the first state to legalize cannabis through the legislature as opposed to ballot initiative. Section 1-7 of the CRTA specifically defines a lawful user, stating that “a person shall not be considered an unlawful user or addicted to narcotics solely as a result of his or her possession or use of cannabis or cannabis paraphernalia in accordance with this Act.” The CRTA mandates that no personal information of a legal cannabis purchaser can be retained, used, shared, or disclosed without the consent of the purchaser.

The CRTA further expounds on criminal immunities bestowed on lawful cannabis users in Illinois, in part stating that a purchaser of cannabis twenty-one years of age or older is not subject to arrest, prosecution, denial of any right or privilege, or other punishment.

2. Cannabis Laws in Other States

This section will demonstrate how other states have handled legalizing cannabis, as well as how several states are moving in that direction.

a. State Historical Overview

The trend toward decriminalization and legalization of cannabis in the United States began with Oregon, the first state to decriminalize it in 1973. Starting with California in 1996, thirty-three states have since legalized
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63 Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act, supra note 2 (to be codified at 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 705/1–999-99).


66 Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act, supra note 2, at § 10–20 (to be codified at 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 705/10-20).

67 Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act, supra note 2, at § 10–25 (to be codified at 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 705/10-25).


medical cannabis. Just like Illinois’ law, most of the other states that legalized medical cannabis contained provisions that provide those with prescriptions immunity from arrest, prosecution, or penalty for possession or use of medical cannabis.

In 2012, an influx of states began to legalize cannabis outright, starting with Colorado and Washington. Colorado’s regime regulates the sale and use of cannabis in essentially the same manner as alcohol. Soon thereafter came California, Alaska, Maine, Nevada, Oregon, and Massachusetts with the legalization of cannabis.

As of January 1, 2020, eleven states and the District of Columbia have fully legalized cannabis for recreational use, thirty-three states allow medical cannabis, and seventeen states have chosen some form of decriminalization.

b. States Moving Toward Cannabis Legalization

More states could legalize cannabis for recreational use as early as the end of 2020. In New York, despite a failed attempt to legalize cannabis in 2019, Governor Andrew Cuomo is continuing to push for legalization in 2020. In New Mexico, Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham is also making
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71 E.g., N.M. STAT. ANN. § 26-2B-4(A) (West 2019) ("[a] qualified patient shall not be subject to arrest, prosecution or penalty in any manner for the possession of or the medical use of cannabis . . . ."); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 69.51A.040 (West 2016) ("medical use of marijuana . . . does not constitute a crime and a qualifying patient...may not be arrested, prosecuted, or subject to other criminal sanctions or civil consequences . . . .").
an effort to get their legislature to legalize cannabis by the end of 2020.\textsuperscript{79} Connecticut and Rhode Island may also see legalized cannabis bills in their legislatures in 2020.\textsuperscript{80}

Other states that may see legalized cannabis in 2020 include Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Missouri, Montana, North Dakota, and Oklahoma.\textsuperscript{81} Idaho, Mississippi, and South Dakota may see medicinal cannabis laws passed in 2020.\textsuperscript{82} Virginia’s governor is making cannabis decriminalization one of the top priorities of his 2020 legislative agenda.\textsuperscript{83}

Recent polling from Gallup and the Pew Research Center show ever-expanding public support for cannabis legalization.\textsuperscript{84} The percentage of people supporting its legalization almost doubled over the past twenty years, with the latest polling indicating almost a two-thirds of Americans believe cannabis should be legal.\textsuperscript{85}

Interestingly, studies have also shown that cannabis usage and availability have increased since the last decade, despite it being illegal federally.\textsuperscript{86}

3. Federal Cannabis Regulation

While many states like Illinois have undergone drastic changes in how they regulate, enforce, and even allow cannabis use, the federal government has remained static from a legislative standpoint for many decades. Cannabis


\textsuperscript{82} Id; Lopez, supra note 77.

\textsuperscript{83} Daniella Cheslow, Virginia Governor Makes Marijuana Decriminalization Top of Legislative Agenda, WAMU. (Jan. 3, 2020) https://wamu.org/story/20/01/03/virginia-governor-makes-marijuana-decriminalization-top-of-legislative-agenda/.


\textsuperscript{85} Id; Daniller, supra note 84.

remains listed as a dangerous and illegal narcotic.\footnote{21 U.S.C. § 812 (2018); Wilson v. Lynch, 835 F.3d 1083, 1094 (9th Cir. 2016).} For many years in the early and mid-twentieth century, the federal enforcement of cannabis was similar to and likely influenced what we saw in Illinois during that time.

In the very early 1970s though, when Illinois began to slightly ease the penalties associated cannabis use, the federal government diverged and labeled cannabis as completely illegal for any use, and then began a decades-long campaign to enforce federal cannabis laws.

In the 2010s, efforts from various fronts were made to ease federal cannabis enforcement to accommodate the ever-growing number of states that were legalizing cannabis for medicinal or recreational means. However, to this day, there is no clear sign from the federal government that cannabis is anything other than what it has been for decades in federal eyes: a completely illegal narcotic.

a. Early Federal Cannabis Enforcement

Before the twentieth century, there was no real effort to police drug use, including cannabis.\footnote{See Lisa N. Sacco, U.S. Cong. Research Serv., R43749, Drug Enforcement in the U.S.: History, Policy, and Trends 1 (2014).} Until 1937, the use and growth of cannabis was legal under federal law.\footnote{Id, at 3.} After Prohibition ended, cannabis use began to catch the attention of both Congress and the newly formed Federal Bureau of Narcotics, and a push was being made to make cannabis illegal.\footnote{Id, 3-4.}

In 1937, the Marihuana Tax Act (MTA) was enacted into law, which unofficially banned cannabis.\footnote{Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, Pub. L. No. 75-238, 50 Stat. 551 (1937); see also Christopher Ingraham, ‘Marijuana or ‘Marihuana’? It’s All Weed to the DEA, WASH. POST, (Dec. 16, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/12/16/marijuana-or-marihuana-its-all-weed-to-the-dea/, When passing the Marihuana and Tax Act of 1937, Congress used the word “marihuana” with an “h” instead of a “j,” which, along with “marijuana,” were primarily colloquial terms borrowed from Mexican Spanish, id.} The MTA provided for strict regulation of high-cost transfer tax stamps on every sale of cannabis.\footnote{Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, Pub. L. No. 75-238, 50 Stat. 551 (1937); Sacco, supra note 88.} These stamps in turn were rarely issued by the federal government.\footnote{Charles F. Levinthal, Drugs, Society, and Criminal Justice 58 (Boston: Prentice Hall, 3d Edition 2011).}

Over the next few decades, Congress continued to pass legislation aimed at combatting drug use, including cannabis, finally culminating with the Controlled Substances Act of 1970.\footnote{Sacco, supra note 88 at 5.}
b. The Controlled Substances Act of 1970

During his first term, President Richard Nixon made his “war on drugs” a significant policy platform of his administration. Part of his plan was to implement a comprehensive federal drug law to increase drug control and enforcement. His efforts led to the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA). The CSA amended the Public Health Service Act, with the purpose of providing “increased research into, and prevention of, drug abuse and drug dependence.” The CSA aimed to provide for treatment and rehabilitation to drug abusers and drug dependent individuals, as well as increased enforcement authority over drug abuse. In creating the CSA, Congress found that the substances controlled within the CSA “have a substantial and detrimental effect on the health and general welfare of the American people.” In controlling these drugs, the CSA distributes substances amongst five schedules based on medical use, potential for abuse, and safety or dependence liability. Drugs are scheduled based on 8 factors: (1) actual or relative potential for abuse; (2) scientific evidence of its pharmacological effect; (3) the state of current scientific knowledge regarding the drug; (4) its history or pattern of abuse; (5) the scope, duration and significance of abuse; (6) risks to the public health; (7) physical or physiological dependence liability; and (8) whether the substance is an immediate precursor of a substance already controlled by the CSA.

Schedule I drugs are considered to have the highest risk for abuse. Drugs listed on Schedule I include cannabis, heroin, and ecstasy, and are stated to have no currently accepted medical use.

Despite placing cannabis on Schedule I, Congress in fact was presented with information in 1970 that refuted many of the arguments for keeping it there. Two years after the enactment of the CSA, the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, also called the Shafer Commission, called

95. Id.
96. Id.
99. Id.
104. 21 U.S.C § 812(b) (2018).
for the decriminalization of cannabis, but the findings were ignored by the Nixon Administration.\(^\text{107}\)

In 1973, President Nixon authorized the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), a federal agency with the dedicated purpose of enforcing the CSA.\(^\text{108}\) The DEA has since reported that cannabis is responsible for serious impairments in learning, memory, thinking and problem-solving, perception, and driving abilities.\(^\text{109}\) The DEA has also reported that long-term effects attributed to cannabis use are listed as dependence and withdrawal associated with addiction.\(^\text{110}\) The DEA also maintains that cannabis smokers experience health problems such as bronchitis, emphysema, and bronchial asthma and extended use can cause a suppressed immune system and lead to the common withdrawal symptoms.\(^\text{111}\)

Substances can be added to CSA schedules, transferred between schedules, or removed from control of the CSA altogether by the DEA, or by Congressional action in the absence of Executive Branch action.\(^\text{112}\) In 2011, the governors of Rhode Island and Washington petitioned the DEA to initiate proceedings to repeal regulations placing cannabis on Schedule I.\(^\text{113}\) These governors maintained that cannabis has an accepted medical use, that it is safe for use under medical supervision, and that it has a relatively low potential for abuse.\(^\text{114}\) The DEA presented the appropriate material to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and requested that HHS provide recommendation based on scientific and medical data.\(^\text{115}\) HHS responded with binding recommendations that cannabis remain on Schedule I, thereby ending proceedings to reschedule.\(^\text{116}\) In order to reschedule any drug as anything other than Schedule I it must have some currently accepted medical use.\(^\text{117}\)

Five factors are considered in making the determination of accepted medical use: (1) the drug’s chemistry is known and reproducible; (2) there


\(^\text{109}\) Drugs of Abuse, Drug Enforcement Administration, 74 (2017).

\(^\text{110}\) Id.

\(^\text{111}\) Id.

\(^\text{112}\) Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 811(a) (2018); All. for Cannabis Therapeutics v. DEA, 15 F.3d 1131, 1133 (D.C. Cir. 1994).

\(^\text{113}\) Office of Drug Control, Schedule of Controlled Substances: Maintaining Marihuana in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act, 2 (2016).

\(^\text{114}\) Id.

\(^\text{115}\) Id.


\(^\text{117}\) Id.
are adequate safety studies; (3) there are adequate and well-controlled studies proving efficacy; (4) the drug is accepted by qualified experts; and (5) the scientific evidence is widely available.\textsuperscript{118} In its evaluation, HHS concluded that there is insufficient scientific evidence demonstrating a currently accepted medical use, citing to factor 3.\textsuperscript{119} The same determination was made in prior petitions to reschedule in 1992 and 2001, and the DEA continues to maintain cannabis as a Schedule I drug due to the purported high potential for abuse.\textsuperscript{120}

The 1980s saw more resources granted for enforcement of federal cannabis laws, as well as increased punishments for cannabis-related offenses.\textsuperscript{121} The 1990s and early 2000s essentially saw a continuation of this trend.\textsuperscript{122}

c. Cannabis Enforcement During the Obama Administration

During the Obama Administration many changes began to emerge on the approach of federal cannabis enforcement. Of note were three Department of Justice (DOJ) policies aimed at non-interference with states who had implemented medical cannabis regimes or outright legalization of cannabis.

The first such DOJ policy directive came from Deputy Attorney General David Ogden in October 2009.\textsuperscript{123} The Ogden Memo served to first recognize the limited investigative and prosecutorial resources the DOJ possessed, as well as to recognize the broad prosecutorial discretion of U.S. Attorneys; and second, in light of those limited resources, to advise DOJ officials not expend what resources were available on investigation or prosecution of individuals who were in compliance with state medical cannabis laws.\textsuperscript{124} The Ogden Memo did however stress that enforcement should still be implemented against significant cannabis traffickers, as well as those in unlawful possession of firearms.\textsuperscript{125}

The Ogden Memo was seen by many states with comprehensive medical cannabis laws as a “green light” to continue forward without federal
interference, but it also prompted more questions regarding the DOJ’s overall position on enforcement going forward. In June 2011, Deputy Attorney General James Cole issued a policy directive attempting to clarify any confusion from the Ogden Memo. The Cole Memo reiterated many of the directives issued in the Ogden Memo, particularly urging U.S. Attorneys to be mindful of using limited DOJ resources against individuals complying with their respective state’s medical cannabis laws. The Cole Memo did however point out the increased use, cultivation, sale, and distribution of medical cannabis in those states since the issuance of the Ogden Memo, and that the Ogden Memo “was never intended to shield such activities from federal law enforcement action and prosecution, even where those activities purport to comply with state law.”

Likely in response to some of the further questions generated from attempting to reconcile the Ogden and Cole Memos, as well as the fact that two states had legalized recreational cannabis since the publication of the Cole Memo, Deputy Attorney General Cole issued a second directive in August 2013. Generally, the second Cole Memo stated the federal government’s priorities when enforcing the CSA in states that had legalized cannabis. These priorities included preventing cannabis distribution to minors, preventing revenue from going to cartels, preventing diversion to states where cannabis remained illegal, preventing violence and drugged driving, and preventing use or possession on federal property. Outside of the listed priorities, the memo directed federal departments to leave cannabis regulation to local law enforcement agencies. The reasoning behind the position was that state laws which authorize cannabis production, distribution, and possession impliedly implement enforcement schemes to address any threat their laws can pose on “public safety, public health, and other law enforcement interests.”

It seems clear that the Obama Administration was attempting to mitigate the overall federal enforcement of the CSA as it pertained to individual cannabis users in compliance with their respective state laws. However, when administrations change, so too can many overarching policy directives.
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d. Cannabis Landscape in the Trump Administration

In January 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions rescinded the second Cole Memo, along with five other guidance memos concerning federal cannabis policy. The Sessions Memo formally stated the intention to rescind the second Cole Memo, as well as to “guide investigative and prosecutorial discretion in accordance with all applicable laws, regulations, and appropriations.” The intended effect of the memo was to return to following the laws enacted by Congress when pursuing federal prosecution of cannabis-related activities. Sessions’s reasoning for the rescission was that the Cole Memo undermined the ability of state and federal law enforcement from enforcing the laws in place. Following the Sessions Memo and the rescission of the Cole Memos, states choosing to legalize cannabis were back in unchartered territory as to what enforcement policies to rely upon.

In February 2019, Attorney General Sessions was replaced by William Barr. Since becoming Attorney General, Barr has signaled a different and more lenient approach to federal cannabis enforcement than his predecessor, and has even stated he would re-instate the Cole Memo policy. Attorney General Barr has stated that allowing states to set their own cannabis policies would be better than the current regime, which he described as an “intolerable” conflict between state and federal laws.

In 2018, a bi-partisan bill was introduced that would allow federal recognition of state laws that have legalized cannabis. This bill, the Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Through Entrusting States (STATES) Act, would amend the CSA to allow exemption from federal enforcement to individuals and businesses in compliance with their respective state’s
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cannabis laws.\textsuperscript{144} As of June 2018, President Trump has indicated he will likely support the STATES Act.\textsuperscript{145}

e. Congressional Withholding of Funding for Federal Medical Cannabis Enforcement: The Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment

In 2001, Congressman Maurice Hinchey first introduced legislation that would prohibit the DOJ from expending appropriated funds to enforce the CSA against states implementing and furthering their own medical cannabis laws.\textsuperscript{146} This appropriations bill amendment (later called the “Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment” and now the “Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment”\textsuperscript{147}) was voted on and did not pass in the House of Representatives six separate times over ten years before it finally was passed in a bi-partisan manner and became law in 2014.\textsuperscript{148} Because it is a rider, it must consistently be re-authorized by Congress or it will not remain law.\textsuperscript{149}

When the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment was up for renewal in 2017, President Trump signed it into law despite strong urging from Attorney General Sessions not to do so.\textsuperscript{150}

\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} John Wagner & Colby Itkowitz, Trump Says He “Probably” Will Support Bill to Protect States That Have Legalized Marijuana, WASH. POST (June 8, 2018, 9:29 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-say-he-probably-will-support-bill-to-protect-states-that-have-legalized-marijuana/2018/06/08/23f60884-6b24-11e8-bea7-c8eb28bc52b1_story.html.
In December 2019, the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment was renewed through the signing of the fiscal year 2020 omnibus spending bill, which makes it effective through September 30, 2020.\textsuperscript{151}

f. What Does the Future Hold for Cannabis in the Federal Realm?

While efforts are seemingly being made frequently to assuage federal enforcement of cannabis against those in states that have legalized it for medicinal or recreational means, as seen from the tenure of Attorney General Sessions, there can be no certainty as to what the future holds for federal enforcement of cannabis. Currently under the CSA, possession of a small amount of cannabis can lead to a misdemeanor conviction, and a second offense is a felony that carries with it a mandatory minimum prison sentence of fifteen days and a maximum sentence of two years.\textsuperscript{152} Further under the CSA, and depending on the amount involved, distributing or dispensing cannabis, or possessing it with intent to do so, can lead to penalties from five years to life in prison.\textsuperscript{153}

Until cannabis is removed entirely from Schedule I of the CSA, or the federal government decides it will indeed enforce this law equally across the states as written, there will remain conflict between federal and state law regarding cannabis use, as well as other rights that are affected by using cannabis in compliance with a particular state’s cannabis laws, such as purchasing and owning a firearm.

B. Gun Laws Affecting Cannabis Users

The foregoing has established, in the words of Attorney General Barr, the “intolerable conflict” between the federal regulation of cannabis and Illinois’ starkly different cannabis laws. This section will discuss a brief background of relevant gun laws, federally and at the state level in Illinois, particularly how they relate to the competing federal and Illinois cannabis laws. To do so, a brief primer on the Second Amendment, relevant case law related to it, and the Gun Control Act is warranted and will be discussed.

This section will also discuss laws at both the federal level and in Illinois related to purchasing a firearm, from either a registered gun dealer or a private seller, in the context of being a lawful cannabis user in Illinois.

1. The Right to Bear Arms: The Second Amendment and District of Columbia v. Heller

The Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees the fundamental right to “a well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” For many years, arguments that the right guaranteed was an individual right restricting the government from infringing on firearm possession competed with the belief that the intent was only to restrict governmental interference with state self-defense via the military. The competing arguments were decided upon by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2008 with the landmark gun rights decision of District of Columbia v. Heller.

The Heller case presented a constitutional challenge to a ban on handguns in Washington D.C. under the Second Amendment. The plaintiff, Heller, was a police officer whose handgun registration was denied. The state’s denial rested upon a D.C. ban making it a crime to carry an unregistered firearm, but also prohibiting the registration of handguns. The ban also provided that lawfully owned firearms had to be kept unloaded and disassembled, or bound by a trigger lock or similar device. Heller sought to enjoin the city from enforcing the registration ban, licensing requirement “insofar as it prohibited carrying within the home,” and the trigger lock requirement on handguns within the home. Heller argued that the Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess firearms and that the D.C. law amounted to a total ban on handguns. He also argued that the requirement to keep firearms nonfunctional within the home violated his Second Amendment rights.

Relying on history and tradition of the Second Amendment during the time of the Constitutional Convention, the Court held that the Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm independent from the military, and traditional lawful uses of firearms, such as self-defense within the home.
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Notwithstanding the proclamation of an important individual right, the Supreme Court stated after Heller that “[i]t is important to keep in mind that Heller . . . recognized that the right to keep and bear arms is not ‘a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for whatever purpose.’”\textsuperscript{166} Since Heller, many questions have arisen regarding the reach of Second Amendment protection.\textsuperscript{167} Despite the broad right defined in Heller, lower courts have shown a willingness to uphold regulations banning firearms on government property,\textsuperscript{168} bans on juvenile possession of handguns,\textsuperscript{169} and concealed carry permits.\textsuperscript{170} Case law since Heller has reinforced the idea that gun safety laws are constitutional and necessary to protect other constitutional freedoms, such as safe assembly in public without fear of gun violence.\textsuperscript{171}

2. The Gun Control Act of 1968

Following the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963, the general nationwide rise of crime in the mid-to-late 1960s, and then culminating with the assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy, Congress was pushed to enact significant gun control legislation in the late 1960s.\textsuperscript{172} The result was the Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), and its passage marked the first significant gun control law in thirty years.\textsuperscript{173} The GCA currently makes it “unlawful for any person who is an unlawful user of or addicted to any controlled substance” to possess any firearm or ammunition.\textsuperscript{174} An “unlawful user” is not defined by the GCA.\textsuperscript{175} As originally enacted in 1968, the GCA did not mention cannabis or any


\textsuperscript{168} See United States v. Dorosan, 350 Fed. App’x. 874 (5th Cir. 2009) (unpublished per curiam decision).

\textsuperscript{169} See United States v. Rene E., 583 F.3d 8 (1st Cir. 2009).

\textsuperscript{170} See Kachalsky v. County of Westchester, 701 F.3d 81 (2d Cir. 2012).


\textsuperscript{173} Gun Control Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-618, 82 Stat. 1213 (1968); see also Federal Firearms Act of 1938, Pub. L. No. 75-785, 52 Stat. 1250 (1938) (providing that gun control measure required federal licensure to those selling firearms, and prohibited the sale of firearms to “prohibited persons,” such as convicted felons).


connection between using cannabis and owning a firearm. Later that same year, an amendment was added to the GCA which prohibited “marihuana” users from owning firearms. Interestingly, no other drug was mentioned in the GCA’s firearm prohibition section. It would take almost twenty years before the GCA was amended to encompass unlawful users of or addicts to any controlled substance in its firearm prohibition scope.

The confusion over whether cannabis users in states that have legalized it for medicinal or recreational use are included within the scope of “unlawful users” has led lower courts to fashion their own test to define “unlawful user.” The test examines the regularity of the drug use and the contemporaneous possession of the drug and firearm. The problem presented by this test is that it does not regard whether the use is in fact unlawful in that state. Therefore, it can be said that the test is really examining whether the possession or use of a drug is unlawful under the CSA. Cannabis being listed as a Schedule I substance under the CSA prevents users from possessing firearms under the GCA. This interpretation is consistent with the intent of the GCA. The GCA hoped to make it more difficult for “drug addicts, muggers, deranged individuals,” and the like to procure firearms. Congressional intent behind the restriction in the GCA was to “keep firearms out of the hands of presumptively risky people,” like drug users. Therefore, despite state law deeming cannabis users lawful, they still federally forfeit their right to firearm possession.

3. The ATF, Federal Firearms Dealer Sales, and ATF Form 4473

When a United States citizen chooses to exercise her Second Amendment rights lawfully, she must purchase a gun in accordance with both
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federal and state guidelines. Each state in the nation has its own guidelines on the sale of firearms that differ from one another. However, all of these state guidelines must coincide with the federal GCA. The primary purpose of the GCA is to establish a system that regulates the interstate commerce of firearms by “strengthening Federal controls.” To this end, the GCA aimed to enhance state regulations and to encourage the states to better equip themselves with tough gun control laws. With the passing of the GCA, the DOJ’s Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) was born.

The ATF’s mission is to “[protect] the public from crimes involving firearms, explosives, arson, and the diversion of alcohol and tobacco products; regulate[s] lawful commerce in firearms and explosives; and provide[s] worldwide support of law enforcement, public safety, and industry partners.” Central to the ATF is the need to provide a federal system that oversees individual gun sales in the entirety of the country to ensure community safety. The foundation of this nationwide regulatory scheme relies on ATF Form 4473.

When a citizen wishes to purchase a firearm from a federally licensed dealer, that purchaser must provide said dealer certain personal information, show photo identification, and pass a background check. These requirements are outlined in Section 922(a)(6) of the GCA, creating a scheme to ensure that all firearms sales in the United States are legal. To best execute this scheme, the ATF created ATF Form 4473. ATF Form 4473 is titled “Firearms Transaction Record” and requires firearm purchasers to answer numerous questions regarding their personal information, criminal
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record, and whether they have had a history of illegal substance use and/or abuse. The form’s stated purpose is to give licensed firearm dealers a glimpse into the purchaser’s life and to alert dealers in the event that a purchaser answers affirmatively to a “red flag” question on the form. The form states:

The information and certification on this form are designed so that a person licensed under 18 U.S.C. § 923 may determine if he/she may lawfully sell or deliver a firearm to the person identified in Section A, and to alert the transferee/buyer of certain restrictions on the receipt and possession of firearms.

Thus, Section 922 of the GCA gives licensed gun dealers great deference in determining whether the purchaser of the firearm is lawful. Firearm dealers are tasked with reviewing the purchaser’s answers to determine whether the sale will be lawful both federally and in the state that the purchase is occurring. If a purchaser is determined to have lied on her ATF form 4473, the consequences of such untruthfulness can result in a felony and is punishable by up to ten years in prison and a $250,000 fine.

In his March 2018 directive, Attorney General Sessions instructed federal prosecutors to “enhance prosecution of cases involving false statements on ATF Form 4473,” which he specifically referred to as “lie-and-try cases.” However, according to a September 2018 U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, almost no prosecutions for lying on the ATF form followed.

Pursuant to Section 923(g) of the GCA, firearm dealers must keep “records of importation, production, shipment, receipt, sale, or other disposition of firearms at his place of business for such period… as the Attorney General may… prescribe.” Keeping record of each ATF Form
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4473 is included in these requirements. Interestingly enough, once an ATF Form 4473 is filled out and the sale of a firearm is complete, the forms are not sent to the ATF until twenty years after the purchase of the firearm. Thus, firearm dealers must hold record of every ATF Form 4473 completed by firearm purchasers for at least twenty years after the purchase of the gun. During this twenty-year period however, the DOJ may inspect a firearm dealer’s records annually to ensure that the ATF Forms 4473 are being properly stored, pursuant to the statute.

Dan Eldridge, a federally licensed Illinois firearms dealer and president of Illinois’ firearms dealers’ association, FFL-IL, affirms this process by stating that when an Illinois resident wishes to purchase a firearm she must first apply for and obtain a Firearm Owners Identification (FOID) card issued by the state of Illinois. Upon receiving her FOID card and presenting it to a firearms dealer, the dealer will perform a background check through the ISP’s “Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program,” or “FTIP Portal.” Once the background check is completed, the purchaser will fill out an ATF Form 4473 and that form is to be kept at the gun shop for twenty years following the date of firearm transfer. After the twenty-year period, the ATF Form 4473 is shipped to the local ATF office in the state, and then later shipped to the ATF’s primary storage facility in Martinsburg, West Virginia. Eldridge also confirms that the ATF performs an inspection of his records at least once per year.

One of the most important questions on ATF Form 4473 is question 11(e), which asks, “Are you an unlawful user of, or addicted to, marijuana or any depressant, stimulant, narcotic drug, or any other controlled substance?” Under the call of the question, a warning is indicated in bold letters reminding applicants that, “The use or possession of marijuana remains unlawful under Federal law regardless of whether it has been legalized or decriminalized for medical or recreational purposes in the state where you reside.”
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Because question 11(e) asks firearm purchasers to indicate whether they are users of federally illegal substances, a conflict is created between the federal scheduling of cannabis as an illegal drug and the states that have passed laws legalizing the medical or recreational use of cannabis, such as Illinois. Specifically, it raises the question of whether lawful users of cannabis in a state that has legalized medical or recreational consumption of the drug must forfeit their constitutional rights to purchase guns, and thus “bear arms.”

Illinois residents who wish to exercise their Second Amendment rights and their right to use cannabis pursuant to the CRTA or Illinois’ medical cannabis laws leave many residents puzzled. Eldridge’s response when asked what advice he would give to an Illinois resident that requests to purchase a firearm but also legally consumes cannabis pursuant to Illinois law, answered, “What we would not do would be to encourage them to lie on a federal form. We do tell people that MMJ [medical marijuana] cards are disqualifying.” Even though Eldridge explains to customers that having a medical cannabis card disqualifies them from purchasing a gun, he explains that his business never asks the purchaser whether they have a medical cannabis card. Instead, salesmen at Eldridge’s dealership, after reminding customers that medical cannabis cards disqualify them from purchasing a gun, will simply ask the purchaser whether they wish to continue with the sale.

The ATF made clear the federal government’s position on continuing to enforce the federal ban on firearm possession by cannabis users via written policy in 2011. This policy, titled, “Open Letter to All Federal Firearms Licensees,” dictated to firearms sellers to refuse any transaction to a person they have “reasonable cause to believe” is a cannabis user, even if that person is in compliance with her state’s cannabis laws or answered “no” to question 11(e) of ATF Form 4473.

The reasons for disqualifying medical cannabis cardholders are expressed in the 2016 Ninth Circuit case of Wilson v. Lynch. Wilson, the
plaintiff in the case, was a lawful holder of a state medical cannabis registry card in Nevada. However, when Wilson attempted to purchase a firearm and began filling out the ATF Form 4473, the dealer instructed her to leave question 11(e) blank because he knew that Wilson was a medical cannabis card holder. As a result, the dealer refused to sell Wilson the firearm and she filed suit alleging a violation of her Second Amendment rights. The court held that Wilson’s Second Amendment rights were not infringed upon because she had still the right to purchase a firearm if she forfeited her medical cannabis card.

While Wilson gives insight into the issue between medical cannabis users and their Second Amendment rights, it fails to address the very real conflict between legal recreational users of cannabis who do not have medical cannabis cards and their Second Amendment rights. Some news outlets seem to suggest that if a legal recreational cannabis user were to lie on the ATF Form 4473, it would be unlikely that the person lying on the form would ever face any consequences by the federal government. Joe Davidson, a columnist for the Washington Post writes, “If you lied to buy a firearm, fear not the feds. Your chances of being prosecuted by the Justice Department for falsifying information to illegally buy a gun are almost zero.” Davidson cites to the GAO study referenced above that showed only twelve out of 12,710 ATF investigations were actually prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office.

4. Illinois Gun Ownership in the Wake of the CRTA

To legally own a gun in Illinois, one must be issued a valid FOID card by the ISP. Illinois is one of only a handful of states that require residents to obtain a registration card to own a firearm. Part of the FOID card application approval process requires the applicant to not have used or been addicted to a controlled substance in the prior year.

Following the passing of the CRTA, confusion at the state level arose concerning Illinois’ regulation of gun ownership, especially in light of the
CRTA’s lawful cannabis user designation and criminal immunities provisions. To address this confusion, the ISP issued a policy statement on December 31, 2019, stating that the agency would not revoke FOID cards based solely on a person’s legal use of cannabis. The ISP also stated the following: “Pursuant to both State and Federal law, a person who is addicted to or a habitual user of narcotics is not permitted to possess or use firearms.” A FOID card will therefore be revoked by the ISP where it is demonstrated that an individual is addicted to or is a habitual user of cannabis. The policy statement did not mention what parameters define “habitual” use of cannabis, or how the ISP would determine that a FOID card holder was a “habitual user.”

5. Transfers of Firearms by Private Sellers – Federally and in Illinois

On the federal front, an unlicensed person may transfer or sell a firearm to another unlicensed individual residing in the same state, provided she has no reason to believe the buyer is prohibited by law from possessing firearms, such as the buyer being a user of cannabis. There is no federal recordkeeping requirement pertaining to the transfer of a gun between two unlicensed individuals. Therefore, ATF Form 4473 is not used for a private sale. A person cannot directly transfer a firearm to a person residing in another state, but can transfer the gun to an FFL located in the state of the
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person receiving the firearm. Unlike a sale through an FFL, private sales are not subject to a background check on the federal side.

In Illinois, the private gun transfer regime is more complicated. When an individual wants to transfer or sell a gun to another person, the seller must contact the ISP to determine if the buyer’s FOID card is valid. In the case of a transfer at a gun show, the seller must request the ISP to conduct a background check, in addition to determining the validity of the buyer’s FOID card. The private seller must keep a record of the transaction for ten years. These requirements are not applicable to gift transfers within a family.

C. Leading Toward Confusion: A Brief Take on Preemption

As stated in the foregoing sections, a clear and intolerable conflict exists between federal and Illinois cannabis policy, especially in the context of attempting to exercise Second Amendment rights while also complying with Illinois’ medical or recreational cannabis laws. The general legal thought regarding this conflict is that the Supremacy Clause in Article VI of the U.S. Constitution does not allow the states to legalize something that the federal government has banned, i.e., cannabis.

The conventional scholarly wisdom is that state medical and recreational cannabis laws have been preempted by the CSA under Article VI’s preemption doctrine, specifically under the doctrine of conflict preemption. One of the nation’s leading preemption scholars has explained the doctrine as follows:

If state law purports to authorize something that federal law forbids or to penalize something that federal law gives people an unqualified right to do, then courts would have to choose between applying the federal rule and
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applying the state rule, and the Supremacy Clause requires them to apply the federal rule.\textsuperscript{253}

If medical or recreational cannabis laws, like those in Illinois, are judicially deemed preempted by the CSA, those cannabis laws would be null and void, and thus unenforceable.\textsuperscript{254}

It has been argued that in the 2005 decision of \textit{Gonzales v. Raich} the U.S. Supreme Court found that the CSA preempted California’s medical cannabis law.\textsuperscript{255} Arguably, conflict preemption was the preemptive effect Congress intended the CSA to have.\textsuperscript{256} Given the large number of states that have passed medical or recreational use cannabis laws since the \textit{Raich} decision, this continued imbalance strikes at the heart of the conflict and confusion at issue with the dueling federal and state cannabis laws. Furthermore, this conflict presents some very large ramifications for citizens attempting to exercise their Second Amendment right to purchase and own a firearm.

II. THE CONFUSION: ATTEMPTING TO RECONCILE THE CONFLICT BY ANALYZING THE LEGAL, PRACTICAL, AND CONSTITUTIONAL EFFECTS OF PURCHASING A FIREARM IN ILLINOIS AS A CANNABIS USER.

A. Can I Buy A Gun, or Can’t I?

In Illinois, when someone wishes to avail themselves of legal cannabis – whether because it was prescribed by a physician or simply for recreational purposes – and simultaneously decides to purchase, and thus then own, a firearm, what are the legal and practical effects of doing, or attempting to do so? Is it illegal, and if so, will the person be prosecuted or even incarcerated? Will the person be denied the purchase of the firearm, as well as forfeit present and future ownership of firearms? These are some of the questions that are lending to the confusion in the wake of Illinois’ cannabis legalization scheme in the face of a federal government that still lists cannabis as an
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\textsuperscript{255} 545 U.S. 1 (2005); \textit{see also} Mikos, supra note 251, at footnote 73; \textit{see also} U.S. v. Oakland Cannabis Buyers’ Co-op, 532 U.S. 483 (2001); \textit{see also} Brian W. Walsh, \textit{Doing Violence to the Law: The Over-federalization of Crime}, 20 \textit{Fed. Sent’g R.} 295, n.16 (2008) (reporting that the \textit{Raich} Court held that the CSA preempted California’s medical cannabis law); \textit{but see} Orde F. Kittrie, \textit{Federalism, Deportation, and Crime Victims Afraid to Call the Police}, 91 Iowa L. Rev. 1449, 1490 (2006) (arguing that \textit{Raich} did not declare California’s medical cannabis law invalid on preemption grounds).
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illegal narcotic, the use of which will ostensibly negate the right to purchase a firearm.

Two obvious and seemingly simple solutions to the conflict are as follows: use cannabis and forego gun ownership, or do not use cannabis and be able to buy a gun. There is a sound argument that one can simply “just say no” to cannabis, and gun rights will not be affected at all, even if one’s healthcare provider is prescribing cannabis for medicinal purposes.

But is it really that simple of a balancing act? The foregoing may sound like a practical plan for many people, but others may argue they have a right to use cannabis per Illinois law, and exercise their Second Amendment rights too. To many Americans, personal gun ownership is a bedrock of the Second Amendment that is enshrined in the Constitution. Should an Illinois citizen have to forego one right over another? And if a person’s physician is prescribing cannabis as medication, should that person have to forego his Second Amendment rights?

The next section discusses the legal and practical effects of exercising, or attempting to exercise, these rights simultaneously. The section thereafter will discuss the constitutional issues in play regarding this issue.

B. The Legal and Practical Effects of Purchasing a Gun in Illinois as a Medical or Recreational Cannabis User

As stated above, the straightforward, rudimentary legal and practical method to successfully comply with the conflicting state and federal laws at issue is to either choose cannabis, or choose to purchase a gun, but not both. But as stated, doing so may not be a plausible option for many Illinois residents. Further, the conflict discussed lends to mass confusion which creates a less-than-ideal landscape in a state that continues to be at the forefront of progressive cannabis policy.

This section will explore the legal and practical effects of attempting to purchase a firearm in Illinois if you use cannabis. The section will first discuss the legal and practical effects from the FFL versus private sale of firearms perspective, and then discuss the same effects when comparing medical and recreational cannabis users.

1. FFL Versus Private Gun Sales

When a cannabis user is buying a gun from an FFL and is truthful on ATF Form 4473, particularly question 11(e) regarding cannabis use, the
The buyer will most certainly be denied the purchase.\textsuperscript{257} FFLs are instructed by the ATF to terminate the sale at that juncture.\textsuperscript{258} But what happens if the cannabis-using buyer lies on question 11(e)? Will that person truly face prosecution? What is expected of the FFL in terms of truth-seeking and being a human lie detector? And if that lie is detected by the FFL and the FFL continues the transaction, is the FFL at any risk? This section aims to address these questions.

The ATF specifically instructs FFLs to not provide information on required records, including Form 4473, that the FFL knows is false or that the FFL has reason to believe is false.\textsuperscript{259} FFL-Illinois President Dan Eldridge confirms this instruction.\textsuperscript{260}

In the case of a cannabis user lying on Form 4473 as to his cannabis use, the FFL would have to know the response is a lie or have reason to believe it is a lie. Knowing the purchaser is lying could come from personal knowledge, e.g., the FFL personally knows the buyer and has firsthand knowledge that the person is a cannabis user.\textsuperscript{261} What would encompass appropriate criteria for the FFL to have reason to believe the purchaser is lying? No true guidance exists in this aspect, so the rational explanation would be a reasonableness test.\textsuperscript{262} One obvious example could include the buyer smelling of burnt cannabis.\textsuperscript{263} Otherwise, the “test” is highly subjective, and the judgment call rests with the FFL.

If an FFL knows or has reason to believe a gun purchaser is a cannabis user and proceeds with the sale, the FFL has committed a crime, and if convicted, would be a felon and therefore lose his license.\textsuperscript{264} Further, if the

\textsuperscript{257} Herbert, supra note 225; Email from Dan Eldridge, President of Illinois’ Firearms Dealers’ Ass’n, to William Glasscock, J.D. Candidate, Southern Illinois University School of Law (Feb. 26, 2020, 18:35 CST) (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{258} Herbert, supra note 225; Email from Dan Eldridge, President of Illinois’ Firearms Dealers’ Ass’n, to William Glasscock, J.D. Candidate, Southern Illinois University School of Law (Feb. 26, 2020, 18:35 CST) (on file with author).


\textsuperscript{260} Email from Dan Eldridge, President of Illinois’ Firearms Dealers’ Ass’n, to William Glasscock, J.D. Candidate, Southern Illinois University School of Law (Feb. 26, 2020, 18:35 CST) (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{261} See, e.g., NATIONAL SHOOTING SPORTS FOUNDATION, ATF Q&A: 4473 Forms, (2017), https://www.nssf.org/faq/atf-q-a-4473-forms-12/ (discussing FFL instructions from the ATF where the FFL has reasonable cause to believe the transferee is disqualified by law to complete the firearm purchase).

\textsuperscript{262} Id.

\textsuperscript{263} Email from Dan Eldridge, President of Illinois’ Firearms Dealers’ Ass’n, to William Glasscock, J.D. Candidate, Southern Illinois University School of Law (Feb. 26, 2020, 18:35 CST) (on file with author) (FFL-Illinois President Dan Eldridge stated that he refuses firearms sales to those who smell like they were recently smoking cannabis, just as he would also refuse a sale to someone who was visibly intoxicated and smelled of alcohol).

gun is later used in a crime, and the FFL knew or had reason to know that the buyer was a prohibited purchaser, the FFL could face civil liability.\(^{265}\)

If the purchaser lies on Form 4473 regarding his cannabis use, as stated earlier, he opens himself up to criminal liability, facing up to ten years in prison and up to a $250,000 fine.\(^{266}\) As discussed supra, the odds of that person being prosecuted though are virtually nil. The reasoning for the lack of prosecution for this perjury rests not just with limited DOJ resources, but with the practicality of proving the person is a cannabis user. The ATF would have to have some form of cannabis detection mechanism when reviewing or auditing the Forms 4473 (which is possible, as discussed below with medically prescribed cannabis users). Realistically, the FFL is going to rely on the word of the applicant barring any personal knowledge or overt warning signs indicating cannabis use.\(^{267}\)

There is very little practical way for the FFL, and then later the ATF or the FBI, to prove deception on question 11(e) of Form 4473.\(^{268}\)

The federal restriction on purchasing a gun as a cannabis user still applies to private firearm transactions, despite an ATF Form 4473 not being completed or kept on file.\(^{269}\) However, the practical effect of a prosecution in the realm of a private sale becomes even more unlikely. By law, the private seller should still not sell a gun to a person that the seller knows is a cannabis user, but without a federal reporting requirement, it is virtually impossible for federal law enforcement to know this. It should be noted that the same liability exposure discussed above regarding FFLs also applies to private transferors in cases where the transferred firearm is later used in a crime.\(^{270}\)

---


\(^{267}\) See, e.g., Kevin Landers, Dealers, Federal Officials, Rely on Honor System When It Comes to Buying a Gun, WBNS-10TV (Aug. 13, 2019, 4:25 PM), https://www.10tv.com/article/dealers-federal-officials-rely-honor-system-when-it-comes-buying-gun-2019-sep (stating, “But neither the ATF nor the FBI has any way to prove if you’re telling the truth, it’s your word they rely on.”); Also, compare this scenario with lying about cannabis use on ATF Form 4473 with lying on another question where the deception is more easily provable, such as whether one is a felon or not. On June 5, 2019, a federal district judge in Memphis sentenced a defendant to ten years imprisonment for lying on ATF Form 4473 about his felon status. The defendant was a felon and lied about it on Form 4473 in attempt to purchase a firearm. A background check revealed the felony, and the ATF gave the defendant a chance to return the gun. He refused to do so and was convicted. See U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, Judge Sentences Convicted Felon for Making False Statements on Federal Background Check Form While Attempting to Purchase a Firearm, Press Release, June 6, 2019, https://www.atf.gov/news/pr/judge-sentences-convicted-felon-making-false-statements-federal-background-check-form-while.

\(^{268}\) Landers, supra note 267.

\(^{269}\) 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) (2018); see also Herbert, supra note 225; see also Robert T. Luttrell, III, Firearms or Marijuana? Federal Law Says You Can’t Have One with the Other, MCAFFEE & TAFT (Sept. 24, 2018), https://www.mcafeetaft.com/firearms-or-marijuana-federal-law-says-you-cant-have-one-with-the-other/.

2. Medical vs. Recreational Cannabis Users

While medical cannabis cardholders have the option of being untruthful on the ATF form, lying might not be in their best interests (even more so than recreational users). Perjury aside, this is because when a medical cannabis patient registers to receive her MMJ card, her information is placed in a database that flags the individual as a medical cannabis user. Police agencies such as the ISP can see this information in their databases. FFL-IL President Dan Eldridge, in his article titled, “Marijuana and Firearms Owners ID Cards in Illinois – What You Need to Know,” suggests that a registered Illinois medical cannabis card holder will be blocked from purchasing a gun for this reason. When an individual completes ATF Form 4473, he is consenting to a National Instant Criminal Background Check (NICS). When a medical cannabis cardholder undergoes this background check, it may show that the MMJ cardholder is disqualified from obtaining a firearm due to her medical cannabis card status.

It could be argued that this restriction on medical cannabis patients might make sense due to the nature of their underlying conditions warranting the prescription of cannabis. The Compassionate Use of Medical Cannabis Program Act is the guiding force in regulating medical cannabis patients. Under the Act, a requirement for obtaining a medical cannabis card is that the applicant exhibits a “debilitating medical condition.” Conditions such as glaucoma, severe fibromyalgia, traumatic brain injury, seizures, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and terminal illnesses are some of the conditions that qualify a patient for a medical cannabis registry card. Arguably, these medical conditions are of a nature that might make it unsafe to purchase or own a firearm, regardless of the fact that the patient is a medical cannabis user. Thus, it could be argued that some medical cannabis patients are rightfully barred from purchasing a firearm in Illinois. However, this is a very controversial argument, and one not likely to gain any momentum in Illinois given the state’s ever-progressive policy shifts toward cannabis use. Further, a medicinal cannabis user could argue that his cannabis is being prescribed as a therapeutic medicine by a physician, and that he is

274 18 U.S.C. § 922(t)(1)(A) (2018); see also 27 C.F.R. § 478.102 (2019); see also Eldridge, supra note 273.
275 Eldridge, supra note 273.
276 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/1–999 (2018).
278 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 130/10(h) (2018).
being discriminated against by not being allowed to purchase a gun based on his medical condition that warranted the cannabis prescription.\footnote{279}

Recreational cannabis users, however, will not face this issue because the CRTA forbids the state from keeping any sort of database or records of recreational purchases.\footnote{280} Section 10-20(a) of the CRTA states:

To protect personal privacy, the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation shall not require a purchaser to provide a dispensing organization with personal information other than government-issued identification to determine the purchaser’s age, and a dispensing organization shall not obtain and record personal information about a purchaser without the purchaser’s consent.\footnote{281}

Because of this, recreational users do not have to worry about a background check disclosing that they have purchased cannabis from an Illinois dispensary, unlike medical cannabis patients. Knowing that their purchases have not been recorded, and that neither the ISP nor the federal government have access to the information, recreational cannabis users may have more of an incentive to be untruthful when filling out their ATF Forms 4473 if they want to exercise both rights.

Furthermore, as discussed above, neither medical nor recreational cannabis users must undergo a federal or Illinois background check when purchasing a gun via a private transfer unless that gun is purchased at a gun show, in which case the ISP would run a background check.\footnote{282} In that gun show purchase scenario in Illinois, the medical cannabis user could be flagged and thus denied the firearm.

It should be noted that the foregoing analysis is in absolutely no way advocating that anyone should ever lie, let alone commit perjury – a federal crime. In fact, the author unequivocally believes that no one should be untruthful when engaging in the purchase of a firearm. Certain realities exist however, and therefore were discussed.

C. Constitutional Issues When Purchasing a Gun in Illinois as a Medical or Recreational Cannabis User

Confusion is one by-product of the conflict between state and federal cannabis regulation, but equally concerning are the serious constitutional

\footnote{279} Contra Wilson v. Lynch, 835 F.3d 1083 (9th Cir. 2016) (possibly refuting this argument entirely).
\footnote{280} Eldridge, supra note 273.
\footnote{281} Cannabis Regulation and Tax Act, supra note 2, at § 10-20 (to be codified at 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. 705/10-20(a)).
issues implicated by the incompatible scheme. The current conflict resurfaces some pre-existing issues and stirs up some new ones. Pre-existing issues that are central to the conflict at issue include cannabis’s continued classification as a Schedule I substance under the CSA, thereby rendering a user of cannabis an unlawful user within the meaning of the GCA, resulting in the claims that lawful cannabis users have been deprived of the fundamental right to bear arms under the Second Amendment. Critics argue this result is unconstitutional because the denial of a cannabis user’s right to bear arms is both over-inclusive and under-inclusive, and additionally, that the rationale for cannabis’s continued placement as a Schedule I substance is based on outdated and invalid evidence.

Another constitutional concern focuses on a foundational principle that the United States is built upon: federalism. The stark contrast between federal and state law has elicited mass confusion and presents unprecedented federalism issues. Not only do federal and state law stand in express disagreement, as discussed at length supra, but states have varying degrees of the legality of cannabis. For example, some states retain complete bans on cannabis, others permit medical use only, while others allow recreational use, while the federal government stays with a consistent answer: no use of cannabis is lawful. Although the DEA is the federal agency responsible for enforcing controlled substances in all states, it is the states which enforce the majority of drug crimes.

---

286 Robbins, supra note 106, at 1787.
288 See U.S. Const. amend. X (“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or the people.”); see also McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 316 (1810).
292 See Sacco, supra note 86; see also Vigoritto, supra note 292, at 242; see also Jessica Bulman-Pozen and Heather K. Gerken, Uncooperative Federalism, 118 YALE L.J. 1256, 1283-84 (2009).
cannabis draws in allegations that the federal government has deprived states of their ability to engage in novel social and economic experiments.  

Now, with the added concern of Illinois citizens having their firearm applications denied if they answer “yes” to whether they are “unlawful user[s] of, or addicted to, marijuana,” combined with the federally licensed gun dealers’ fear of making the sale, federalism is undeniably affected. Two central concerns related to federalism implicated by the current conflict between federal law and Illinois law as it relates to cannabis regulation are the infringement of states’ freedom to exercise their legislative power to allow experimentation, and the anti-commandeering doctrine, which prohibits the federal government from compelling state actors to enforce federal laws. Personal views of federalism aside, the neutral take-away is that something must give way, because the conflicting schemes cannot continue to co-exist without significant issues, and more importantly, citizens deserve to understand the precise ramifications of exercising their “rights.”

1. Standard of Review for Second Amendment Challenges

In light of the GCA’s purpose to prevent crime and increase public safety by denying guns to presumptively risky users, in conjunction with states’ recognition of the medical benefits and lack of violent tendencies inherent in the use of recreational cannabis, the GCA is arguably both over- and under-inclusive. To understand the issue between the means and the ends, a brief overview of the standard of review applied to Second Amendment challenges is necessary.

The Second Amendment confers upon citizens the right to bear arms, but that right is not absolute. The landmark decision of District of Columbia v. Heller, discussed earlier, states that “[l]ike most rights, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed”; see also Heller, 554 U.S. at 628 (deeming the core protection of the Second Amendment as ‘to the home, where the need for defense of self, family, and property is most acute’); see, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 922(t) (2018) (limiting the right to those who can pass a background check).

294 New State Ice Co. v. Liebman, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J. dissenting) (“[A] single courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country”); see also Denise C. Morgan & Rebecca E. Zietlow, The New Party Debate: Congress and Rights of Belonging, 73 U. CHI. L. REV. 1347, 1352-53 (2005); see also Vigorito, supra note 292, at 246; see also Robbins, supra note 106, at 1813.


298 See U.S. Const. amend. II (“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed”); see also Heller, 554 U.S. at , 628 (deeming the core protection of the Second Amendment as ‘to the home, where the need for defense of self, family, and property is most acute’); see, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 922(t) (2018) (limiting the right to those who can pass a background check).
secured by the Second Amendment is not unlimited.” Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, went on to state that “nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill.” The *Heller* decision did not set out a standard of scrutiny to use in assessing gun regulations, but Justice Scalia expressed severe disagreement with Justice Breyer’s suggestion that the Court adopt a traditional level of scrutiny or adopt an interest-balancing approach. However, the interest-balancing approach appears to be the test that most closely mirrors the test that the federal courts currently use to rule on Second Amendment challenges.

The two-step test first asks whether the challenged law burdens conduct protected by the Second Amendment. If the court concludes in the affirmative, the inquiry proceeds to the second steps and asks whether the regulation in question passes constitutional muster under any appropriate level of scrutiny.

The first step is not as straightforward as the question appears. Depending on the circuit, the question focuses on either the safe harbor set out in *Heller*, or whether the regulation is “longstanding” and presumptively lawful. If the circuit applies the latter as opposed to the former, and the answer is in the affirmative, then the inquiry ends.

At step two, the standard of scrutiny is unclear. Most constitutional claims are given rational basis, intermediate scrutiny, or strict scrutiny, but *Heller* did not set forth a standard. The typical standard courts apply to Second Amendment challenges considers “the nature of the conduct being

---

299 *Heller*, 554 U.S. at 626.
300 *Id.* at 626-27.
301 *Id.* at 634.
302 See Powell v. Tompkins, 783 F.3d 332, 347-48 (1st Cir. 2015) (compiling cases from all federal circuit courts, except for the Eleventh Circuit). The Eleventh Circuit has now adopted the framework as well. See GeorgiaCarry.Org, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 788 F.3d 1318, 1324 (11th Cir. 2015).
303 United States v. Chovan, 735 F.3d 1127, 1136 (9th Cir. 2013) (citing United States v. Chester, 628 F.3d 673, 680 (4th Cir. 2010)); see also, United States v. Jiminez, 895 F. 3d 228, 232 (2d Cir. 2018).
304 GeorgiaCarry.Org, Inc. 788 F.3d at 1324.
305 *Heller*, 554 U.S. at 626.
306 See Jordan E. Pratt, A First Amendment-Inspired Approach to Heller’s Schools and Government Buildings, 92 Neb. L. Rev. 537, 562 (2014) (“While most of the federal circuits have settled on a bifurcated scope-scrutiny framework for dealing with Second Amendment challenges, they disagree on where to place Heller’s ‘presumptively lawful regulatory measures’ on that framework. Some circuits treat them as categorical exceptions that either presumptively or conclusively burden conduct that falls completely outside the scope of the Second Amendment”).
307 *Id.*
309 See *Heller*, 554 U.S. at 634 (noting that Justice Breyer, in dissent, “criticized [the majority] for declining to establish a level of scrutiny for evaluating Second Amendment restrictions”).
regulated and the degree to which the challenged law burdens the right.\textsuperscript{310} To illustrate, in light of \textit{Heller}'s holding of the core right of self-defense, the Fourth Circuit distinguished between firearm possession in the home and possession outside of the home:

\begin{quote}
We assume that any law that would burden the “fundamental,” core right of self-defense in the home by a law-abiding citizen would be subject to strict scrutiny. But, as we move outside the home, firearm rights have been more limited, because public safety interests often outweigh individual interests in self-defense.\textsuperscript{311}
\end{quote}

Several courts also consider whether the firearm restriction at issue only regulates “time, place, and manner,” and if so, then intermediate scrutiny, rather than the most stringent scrutiny, is applied.\textsuperscript{312}

\section*{2. Applying Scrutiny: Does Section 922(g)(3) of the GCA Pass Constitutional Muster?}

The argument that Section 922(g)(3) of the GCA is over- and under-inclusive is based on the grounds that it encompasses the casual and medical use of cannabis, while failing to include those who are more likely to exercise violence.\textsuperscript{313} Critics point to data that should relieve cannabis from its placement in the most restrictive category under the CSA: “The vast gap between antiquated federal law enforcement policies and the clear consensus of science that marijuana is far less harmful to human health than most other banned drugs and is less dangerous than the highly addictive but perfectly legal substances known as alcohol and tobacco.”\textsuperscript{314} Additionally, “substances in Schedules II and III currently have accepted medical uses, despite also having a high potential for abuse and risk of developing dependence,” including cocaine, methamphetamine, and anabolic steroids.\textsuperscript{315}

The counterargument is that the Second Amendment is simply irrelevant because the core right only applies to “law-abiding” citizens, and

\begin{footnotes}
\item[310] E.g., Kolbe v. Hogan, 813 F. 3d 160, 179 (4th Cir. 2011); Nat’l Rifle Ass’n of Am. v. ATF, 700 F. 3d 185, 195 (5th Cir. 2012).
\item[313] Robbins, \textit{supra} note 106, at 1787.
\item[314] Boffey, \textit{supra} note 287.
\item[315] Robbins, \textit{supra} note 106, at 1791 (citing 21 C.F.R. §§ 1308.12-13 (2018) and 21 U.S.C. § 812(b)(4)-(5) (2018) (explaining that Schedule IV and V drugs have an: (a) “low potential for abuse” relative to drugs listed in Schedules I, II, and III; (b) “currently accepted medical use”; and (C) “limited [potential for] physical … or psychological dependence”).
\end{footnotes}
under the Supremacy Clause, federal law wins out, leaving challengers without a claim. Further, even if a cannabis user has a prima facie Second Amendment challenge, Section 922(g)(3) of the GCA does not severely burden the individual’s Second Amendment right because the user is not absolutely prohibited from possessing a firearm. Rather, the cannabis user is only prohibited from acquiring a new firearm, and even then, the prohibition is removed once she gives up her medical card or stops recreationally using cannabis.

3. Illinois: Pick a Right, Any Right, Just Don’t Pick Cannabis and Guns Together...Maybe

Did Illinois really legalize cannabis? Ask a legal recreational user of cannabis who is seeking to purchase a gun, and the answer may be “I don’t know” depending on her understanding and awareness of applicable Illinois law and the CSA. Consider the following, as discussed earlier: Section 1-7 of the CRTA defines unlawful user as follows:

For the purposes of this Act and to clarify the legislative findings on the lawful use of cannabis, a person shall not be considered an unlawful user or addicted to narcotics solely as a result of his or her possession or use of cannabis or cannabis paraphernalia in accordance with this Act.

A plausible interpretation is that mere possession or use of cannabis is not enough to deem a person an unlawful user. Further, the Illinois law is straightforward as it relates to concerns of the federal government accessing personal information regarding recreational users of cannabis, stating that dispensaries are prohibited from disclosing any personal information of a purchaser:

317 See Wilson v. Lynch, 835 F. 3d 1083, 1092 (9th Cir. 2016) (holding that medical cannabis card holder’s second amendment rights were not infringed because she could still possess a firearm and could acquire a new one if she gave up her cannabis card.).
To protect personal privacy, the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation shall not require a purchaser to provide a dispensing organization with personal information other than government-issued identification to determine the purchaser’s age, and a dispensing organization shall not obtain and record personal information about a purchaser without the purchaser’s consent...Any identifying or personal information of a purchaser obtained or received in accordance with this Section shall not be retained, used, shared or disclosed for any purpose except as authorized by this Act.321

The big issue is reconciling the seemingly straightforward Illinois law with question 11(e) on ATF Form 4473, which asks:

Are you an unlawful user of, or addicted to, marijuana or any depressant, stimulant, narcotic drug, or any other controlled substance. Warning: The use or possession of marijuana remains unlawful under Federal law regardless of whether it has been legalized or decriminalized for medical or recreational purposes in the state where you reside.322

Ironically, this question seems relatively straightforward: if you use cannabis, no matter the nature of the use, you are an unlawful user within the meaning of federal law.323 The blurry answer leads to serious federalism concerns.324

a. Illinois and Federal Cannabis Regulation: Direct Conflict or Mere Disagreement?

Based on the above comparison between the two laws, on the one hand, it is tempting to conclude that Illinois and Federal law are in direct conflict. The argument is evidenced by the fact that Section 922(g)(3) of the GCA operates to prohibit an individual from exercising the constitutional right to possess a firearm due to the individual’s lawful use of cannabis.325 However, it is not that simple. Rather, the relationship between the federal ban on cannabis and Illinois’s law is better characterized as “logically inconsistent,” “a decision not to criminalize—or even to expressly decriminalize—conduct

323 See Coffey, supra note 320.
325 Robbins, supra note 106, at 1829.
for purposes of the law within one sphere does nothing to alter the legality of that same conduct in the other sphere.” The CSA states:

No provision of this subchapter shall be construed as indicating an intent on the part of the Congress to occupy the field in which that provision operates, including criminal penalties, to the exclusion of any State law on the same subject matter which would otherwise be within the authority of the State, unless there is a positive conflict between that provision of this subchapter and that State law so that the two cannot consistently stand together.

The general trend among courts in interpreting the latter provision is that CSA will only preempt state law if it is “physically impossible” to comply with both state and federal law. Still, the argument remains that by allowing the federal government to interfere through the denial of firearms to lawful users of cannabis within the meaning of the Illinois statute through potential criminalization, the legislature is stripping the state of its authority to experiment with new policy, taking all meaning away from federalism.

Whether a state has the goal of cultivating revenue, decreasing incarceration, or both, Congress’ continued across-the-board ban on any use of cannabis arguably hinders states in exercising their full capability in achieving their goal through the legalization of cannabis. Compliance with state law does not render a citizen immune to federal criminal prosecution under the CSA. Even though states cannot be forced to expend their resources to combat cannabis use, the federal government is free to expend its own.

Citizens who are aware of their status as “unlawful users” of a controlled substance within the meaning of CSA have more than enough reasons to be apprehensive when it comes to taking advantage of their state’s legalization of cannabis. Not only can they be criminally prosecuted under federal law and denied their right to a firearm, but they also run the risk of being denied federally assisted housing or losing their jobs.

The result of this apprehension is to deprive states of their full ability to experiment in effort to achieve the best economic status and social environment for their citizens. The deprivation is not from Congress’ express
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denial of states’ ability to legislate without regard to cannabis, but rather its continuing threat of possible ramifications of a citizen’s exercise of an “apparent” state endowed right.

b. A Potential Run-In with the Anti-Commandeering Doctrine

The anti-commandeering doctrine is the consistently re-affirmed holding that state actors are not required to enforce federal acts or regulatory programs.333 This concept is derived from “the basic structure of government established under the Constitution.”334 Justice O’Connor, writing for the majority in New York v. United States, stated “[I]n providing for a stronger central government, therefore, the Framers explicitly chose a Constitution that confers upon Congress the power to regulate individuals, not States.”335 In sum, Congress cannot force states to enact regulations or prohibit certain activities, Congress must legislate its own federal laws.336

The interplay between the state and federal governments as it relates to the sale of firearms to “legal” cannabis users under Illinois law is distinguishable from leading Supreme Court cases337 due to the fact that Congress has expressly criminalized cannabis through the CSA.338 For example, in Murphy v. National Collegiate Athletic Association, New Jersey sought to legalize sports gambling within certain places, including casinos and horseracing tracks, but a federal law, the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (PASPA), made it unlawful for a state to authorize sports gambling schemes.339 PASPA was enacted in 1992, and its most important provision - at issue in Murphy - was the provision that makes it “unlawful” for a State or any of its subdivisions to “sponsor, operate, advertise, promote, license or authorize by law or compact... a lottery, sweepstakes, or other betting gambling, or wagering scheme based ... on competitive sporting events.”340 In parallel, Section 3702(2) of PASPA makes it unlawful for a person to sponsor, operate, advertise, or promote”

340 Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Assoc., 138 S. Ct. at 1470.
those same gambling schemes, but only if this is done “pursuant to the law or compact of a governmental entity.”\textsuperscript{341} In 2011, New Jersey approved an amendment to its state constitution to make it lawful for the legislature to authorize sports gambling.\textsuperscript{342} New Jersey declared it was not authorizing or licensing sports gambling but merely repealing the law prohibiting gambling.\textsuperscript{343} The Court found that the effect of the federal statute, PASPA, was to prohibit modification or repeal of state-law prohibitions on private conduct, and therefore constituted an impermissible commandeering of New Jersey’s regulatory power.\textsuperscript{344}

Another illustration of a successful anti-commandeering challenge is \textit{Printz v. United States}.\textsuperscript{345} At issue in \textit{Printz} was the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act, which contained a provision that directed state law enforcement officers to participate in administration of a federal scheme that compelled law enforcement officials to perform background checks on prospective handgun purchasers.\textsuperscript{346} The Court found that this command violated basic principles of dual sovereignty and that Congress cannot simply circumvent prohibitions against commands of state legislation by instead demanding state officials to enforce federal law.\textsuperscript{347}

In comparison, Congress has made the manufacture, distribution, and possession of cannabis unlawful at the federal level.\textsuperscript{348} Despite the across-the-board federal ban on any use of cannabis, states have been legalizing and decriminalizing it for over twenty years. This contrast only lays the foundation for explaining how the anti-commandeering issue arises now that Illinois has fully legalized cannabis. To fully understand the anti-commandeering issue as it relates to the issue of this article one must be cognizant of: 1) the previously stated contrast between federal and state law on the legality of cannabis; 2) the ATF form’s apparent denial of a firearm to an “unlawful user” of cannabis under federal law even though “lawful” within that state’s jurisdiction; and 3) the likelihood that without the “active cooperation of state law enforcement, the vast majority of offenses in legalization states… [would] go unprosecuted.”\textsuperscript{349}

Briefly stated, Illinois has legalized both recreational and medicinal cannabis, but the ATF form to apply for a firearm explains to those state law abiding citizens that under federal law they are an unlawful user. Federal law

\textsuperscript{341} Id.
\textsuperscript{342} Id. at 1471.
\textsuperscript{343} Id. at 1472.
\textsuperscript{344} Id. at 1484-85.
\textsuperscript{345} Printz, 521 U.S. 898.
\textsuperscript{346} Id. at 902.
\textsuperscript{347} Id. at 935.
\textsuperscript{348} See Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. §§ 812(c) & 841(a) (2018).
does not have the resources to keep an eye out on every prospective firearm owner’s possible cannabis use, their response on the ATF form, or the gun store owner’s response to a “yes” answer to question 11(e) on ATF Form 4473.\footnote{See Mikos, supra note 251, at 1464-65; David S. Schwartz, *High Federalism: Marijuana Legalization and the Limits of Federal Power to Regulate States*, 35 CARDOZO L. REV. 567, 633 (2013) (stating that as of 2008, state law enforcement agents outnumbered federal law enforcement agents 765,000 to 120,000).}

Regardless of the federal law enforcement’s insufficient resources to enforce its own laws, Congress cannot compensate by forcing state officials to enforce federal drug laws.\footnote{Coan, supra note 349, at 3.}

Illinois’s legalization of cannabis and the potential consequences to users as it relates to their ability to obtain a firearm is in its infancy stages, and therefore it remains to be seen as to how enforcement will take shape. Whether the anti-commandeering doctrine argument is successful or misplaced, it is worth recognizing as yet another constitutional issue that arises under the continuing conflict between federal and state cannabis laws.

III. EXPLORING PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVES TO THE CONFLICT.

The confusion created by conflicting federal and state regulation of cannabis is evident. Some practical considerations exist that could work to resolve the conflict. Those will be discussed in this section, as well as potential shortcomings thereto.

A. Regulating Cannabis Like Alcohol and Tobacco and Removing it From Schedule 1 of the CSA

The Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol Act (RMLAA), H.R. 420, was introduced in the House on January 9, 2019, by Oregon Congressman Earl Blumenauer.\footnote{Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol Act, H.R. Res. 420, 116th Cong. (2019) (note this is the same Congressman that is currently a co-sponsor of the amendment that withholds certain federal funding to the DOJ for cannabis enforcement, the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer amendment, discussed supra in this article); also note the bill number, “420,” a tongue-in-cheek reference to April 20 (or 4/20), a date cannabis enthusiasts celebrate the plant “extra hard.” See Tom Angell, *New Congressional Marijuana Bill Is Actually Numbered H.R. 420, FORBES* (Jan. 9, 2019, 4:22 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomangell/2019/01/09/new-congressional-marijuana-bill-is-actually-numbered-h-r-420/#7edcb1d52e60.}

The RMLAA proposes removing cannabis in any form from all schedules, as well as removing penalty provisions referring to cannabis under the CSA.\footnote{Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol Act, H.R. Res. 420, 116th Cong. (2019)} The RMLAA also proposes changes to the Federal Alcohol Administration Act that would make it unlawful to import
cannabis into the U.S. or for any person importing to sell, offer or deliver for sale, contract to sell, or ship, imported cannabis. Likewise, unless issued a permit, it would be unlawful to cultivate, produce, manufacture, package, or warehouse cannabis, or to engage in resale. Violations of these provisions would result in criminal fines.

The RMLAA proposes procedures for the issuance of cannabis permits, including who would be eligible for a permit, permit holder disqualification, revocation suspension and annulment, and types of applications and permits. The RMLAA also proposes the addition of cannabis to certain legal authorities relating to intoxicating liquors, including the Wilson Act, the Webb-Kenyon Act, and the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000. The Act would give the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) the same authority to regulate cannabis as the FDA has with alcohol. Functions relating to federal agency oversight of cannabis would be shifted from the DEA to the newly named “Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Marijuana, Firearms and Explosives.” Overall, the RMLAA would decriminalize cannabis at the federal level by removing it from the CSA and transfer enforcement away from the DEA and to the FDA and the ATF.

Since being introduced in the House, the bill has since been referred to multiple committees, including the Committees on the Judiciary and on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Natural resources, and Agriculture. The last actions seen were referrals to multiple subcommittees with the final move occurring in February 2019, where it was referred to Subcommittees on Conservation and Forestry.

Therefore, the potential outcome of implementing a different regulatory scheme pertaining to cannabis remains unknown. However, legislation such as the RMLAA, as the name indicates, would allow the federal government to regulate cannabis like alcohol. Proponents argue the methods currently used by the alcohol and tobacco industries are suitable for cannabis regulation because they have demonstrated the ability of the federal and state
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governments to govern cohesively and achieve a state goal, contrary to the current way cannabis is being regulated.\textsuperscript{365} Implementing this policy would only be possible if cannabis is removed from the list of Schedule I drugs under the CSA. So long as cannabis is included on Schedule I, states are unable to create a more accommodating regulatory system like that pertaining to alcohol and tobacco.

B. Withholding Funding for Enforcement

As stated before, the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment was enacted to prohibit the DOJ from using appropriated funds to restrict state medical cannabis programs.\textsuperscript{366} The Ninth Circuit has interpreted the amendment to prohibit the DOJ from spending funds from relevant appropriations acts for the prosecution of those engaged in conduct complying with their state medical cannabis laws.\textsuperscript{367} The result of the amendment was a limit on the federal government’s ability to enforce the federal cannabis prohibition by imposing spending restrictions on law enforcement activities.\textsuperscript{368} Following the initial amendment, Congress passed the Blumenauer-Norton amendment which expanded the initial restriction on DOJ appropriated funds to apply to state legalized recreational cannabis.\textsuperscript{369} While this amendment is effective in explaining how the federal government will refrain from enforcing its cannabis policies, this is not a practical long-term solution.

First, the Amendment leaves the solution to the mercy of congressional appropriations, which can be easily changed, and the confusion restored, upon changes in congressmen and presidents.\textsuperscript{370} Therefore, the Amendment doesn’t serve as a practical long-term, permanent solution. Second, that long-term instability would have retroactive effects, making its seemingly clear current application ineffective. As stated by the Ninth Circuit in \textit{U.S. v. McIntosh}, the Amendment “does not provide immunity from federal prosecution for federal marijuana offenses” because the current restriction on spending could easily be restored tomorrow or at any point, allowing the government to prosecute individuals who committed offenses while the government lacked funding.\textsuperscript{371}
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Despite some of the shortcomings and long-term insecurity of an alternative like consistently re-enacting the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer/Rohrabacher-Norton Amendments, such an approach does achieve at least short-term alleviation of the conflict at issue.

C. The STATES Act

As stated earlier, the bi-partisan STATES Act would amend the CSA and prevent federal enforcement with those in compliance with their particular state’s medical or recreational cannabis laws. The STATES Act would allow the states to tailor their own cannabis regulations to their respective needs, thus making federal law only applicable in limited circumstances. The STATES Act would therefore eliminate much, if arguably not all, the conflict between Illinois’ cannabis laws and federal cannabis laws.

This bill seems to have the support of the President, and further has the support of Attorney General Barr. In addition to its large amount of bi-partisan support, the STATES Act has endorsements from such diverse organizations as the American Civil Liberties Union and the Koch brothers-funded Americans for Prosperity. Enacting the STATES Act thus may be a viable and popular alternative.

D. Cooperative Federalism

Another possible solution to the conflict could include a form of cooperative federalism, like the kind implemented with the Clean Water Act (CWA). Cooperative federalism has been defined as “a partnership between the States and the Federal Government, animated by a shared
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objective.”**378** Put another way, cooperative federalism “allows federal and state laws to solve problems jointly rather than conflict with each other.”**379**

With the CWA, states regulate but the federal government has discretion to step in if a state fails to comply with EPA mandates.**380** If a similar approach were implemented for cannabis regulation, state law would govern within the legalized state rather than the CSA.**381** The CSA would “supplement state law only when states defer to federal law or fail to satisfy federal requirements.”**382**

Of course, there are many complex considerations with this type of hybrid enforcement policy. Such a system requires the federal government to approve state policies and would require those in the cannabis industry at the state level to obtain permits.**383** Violation of such permits would expose individuals, corporations, partnerships, and state and local governments to administrative, civil and criminal enforcement.**384** Similarly, the EPA requires regulated entities to comply with reporting requirements and enables the federal government to engage in administrative inspections and criminal searches, and gives authority to seek compliance orders, injunctions, and civil and criminal sanctions against state violators.**385**

Despite complexities in a cooperative federalism approach to cannabis regulation, state governments would be better equipped to adopt their policies without fear of federal violation. Similarly, those acting within the scope of applicable state law would not fear federal prosecution.**386**

E. Exercise Preemption

One seemingly obvious alternative would be for the federal government to attempt to exercise their preemption powers and simply declare state cannabis laws invalid.**387** While no federal court opinion has addressed such
a broad preemption argument, several state courts have ruled against
government officials making similar sweeping preemption arguments against
states with medical cannabis laws. The U.S. Supreme Court in fact denied
certiorari when it was sought in such cases.

Further, attempting such a broad preemption maneuver to invalidate
Illinois’ cannabis laws would not only be extremely unpopular in a state
where legal cannabis is favored by over sixty percent of residents, but
would likely see the state proceed to court to defend its legal cannabis
regimes, possibly on an anti-commandeering challenge. However, even if
states like Illinois were successful in such a hypothetical challenge, it would
not change the fact that cannabis is still illegal federally and thus could still
be enforced by federal law enforcement. Thus, the conflict would technically
remain. Regardless, such a bold preemption move by the federal government
would indicate where it truly stands on this conflict.

CONCLUSION

Illinois’ cannabis laws are in direct conflict with federal law, and this
conflict creates “debilitating instability and uncertainty,” particularly when
an Illinois resident simultaneously wishes to avail herself of the state’s
cannabis laws and her Second Amendment rights.
Illinois has shown a novel pattern of adapting to societal, medical, and criminal justice standards concerning governing cannabis and its use. Other states have done the same, and many more are moving in that direction. While both the Executive and Legislative branches have signaled varying degrees of mitigating the enforcement of cannabis in recent years, as long as cannabis is a Schedule I substance under the CSA, confusion will continue to mount as Illinois residents weigh which rights they must choose under this conflicting regime. Particularly, the right to purchase and thus own a gun is at the heart of this conflict.

It is apparent that this conflict exists and is not only causing much confusion, but it is signaling an unwillingness on the part of the federal government to at the very minimum work with states to develop some kind of solution. There are many alternatives that could alleviate this conflict and thus restore a semblance of federalism to this issue. Hopefully, something can be done soon at the federal level to end the intolerable conflict. The citizens of Illinois deserve it.